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Dynamically preferred state with strong
electronic fluctuations from electrochemical
synthesis of sodium manganate

Xi Chen,1 Yichao Wang,1 Yiping Wang,2 Rebecca L. Dally,3 Kamila Wiaderek,4 Tianyu Qiao,1 Jue Liu,5

Enyuan Hu,6 Kenneth Burch,2 Jeffrey W. Lynn,3 and Xin Li1,7,*
Progress and potential

Sodium (Na)-ordering phases can

form spontaneously at special

sodium compositions in layered

sodium transition metal oxides in

Na-ion batteries. Strong

electronic correlation phenomena

can emerge from these phases,

including unconventional

superconductivity, metal-

insulator transition near room

temperature, and an enhanced

thermoelectric effect. Our study of

Na1/2MnO2, an Na-ordering,

dynamically metastable phase,

reveals an unusually strong

magnetic fluctuation that is robust

against temperature increase up

to room temperature. The

underlying novel mechanism of

strongly coupled lattice and spin

oscillations mediated through the

unique charge flux oscillation

prompts a new way to think about

how lattice dynamics can

contribute to spin fluctuations.

This may also provide a new

perspective to understand other

strongly correlated materials,

including unconventional

superconductors and other

energy conversion and storage

materials.
SUMMARY

Electrochemical (de)intercalation is a delicate method to precisely con-
trol the alkaline ion composition in alkaline transition metal oxides.
Because of complicated interactions, metal charge ordering patterns
can form spontaneously at special fractional alkaline compositions
and orderings. Here, we show that this elegant electrochemical pro-
cess can create dynamically preferred structures in an anharmonic en-
ergy landscape that conventional syntheses and computations can
rarely visit. Specifically, electrochemically prepared Na1/2MnO2

ordering exhibits abnormal structure distortions, charge orderings,
and dynamical activities. Strong magnetic fluctuations and lattice dy-
namics are observed in an unusually wide temperature range in Na1/
2MnO2, which distinguishes it from all other NaxMnO2 at higher or
lower Na compositions. The results emphasize the unique opportunity
of using electrochemical processes to design and create novel quan-
tum states with strongly coupled and mutually enhanced electronic
and lattice fluctuations, likely through a special dynamic charge flux
functional, as suggested by our computational investigations.

INTRODUCTION

NaTMO2 (TM = 3d transition metals) compounds have been studied widely as bat-

tery electrode materials.1–3 Importantly, they also often provide unique prototypical

materials where important quantum effects emerge from strong electronic correla-

tions.4–8 Here we first identify the uniqueness of a Na1/2MnO2 ordered phase with

abnormal Jahn-Teller (JT) distortions through a systematic structure analysis and

comparison of all electrochemically prepared NaxTMO2 (TM = late 3d transition

metals of Mn, Ni, Co, 0 < x % 1), by (in situ) synchrotron X-ray diffraction (SXRD)

and neutron diffraction measurements, combined with density functional theory

(DFT) simulations. We then unveil an anomaly in temperature dependence of anhar-

monically coupled phonons in Na1/2MnO2 from base temperature to 300 K in Raman

spectroscopy measurements and DFT simulations. A long-range magnetic ordering

below the Néel temperature (TN) at 47 K is also observed in neutron diffraction mea-

surements, with the magnetic ordering consistent with DFT predictions and the TN
corresponding well to the temperature of Raman anomalies. A strong magnetic fluc-

tuation above TN emerges from the neutron order parameter analysis of Na1/2MnO2,

which extends in an abnormally wider temperature range, compared with samples of

NaxMnO2 at x = 1, 5/8, 1/3 obtained by the same synthesis method. Inelastic neutron

scattering measurements show that the spin gap of Na1/2MnO2 closes above TN,

with strong magnetic fluctuations above the long-range ordered state because of

short-range magnetic correlations.8–12
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Our analysis suggests that there is an important interplay between structure insta-

bility and anharmonic stabilization in Na1/2MnO2 that provides and connects the

observed vibrant electronic and lattice dynamics. Specifically, our DFT simulation

unveils that there are strong dynamic charge transfers between ions, or charge

fluxes, that are more confined in the Mn3.5+O6 charge stripe region (or simply

the stripe region) of Na1/2MnO2 than in other regions of the crystal. Here a higher

level of ‘‘confinement’’ means that the charge flux happens more within the geo-

metric space defined by the stripe region. More importantly, we find that these

charge fluxes in Na1/2MnO2 much more effectively modulate the dynamical

coupling of charge, lattice, and magnetic interactions than NaxMnO2 at other

Na compositions. DFT simulations show that dominant magnetic exchange con-

stants can be transiently modulated by strongly coupled anharmonic phonons

through such charge fluxes, which suggests that anharmonic phonon coupling

and magnetic exchange could be functionals of the entire transient distribution

of charge fluxes, in analogy to the more familiar construction of energies being

considered as functionals of charge density distribution in DFT. The dynamic emer-

gent phenomenon and related methodology found in the model system of Na1/

2MnO2 here thus provides a new perspective and paradigm, focused on the

charge flux13 functional on top of the conventional charge density functional, to

further understand other strongly correlated materials, with amplified or new func-

tionality often approaching structure instabilities, such as perovskite solar cell ma-

terials14 and nickelate and cuprate superconductors.15,16
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Late-3d transition metals can, in principle, show JT activity17,18 in the TMO6 octa-

hedron of layered NaxTMO2, when the eg orbitals are partially occupied, such as

for Mn3+ and Ni3+. Depending on whether dx2-y2 or dz2 orbitals are occupied,

the octahedron can show compressed (4 long and 2 short Mn-O bonds) or elon-

gated (2 long and 4 short) tetragonal local symmetry, also called negative or

positive JT distortion modes, respectively. At x = 1, the synthesized NaxTMO2

compounds all show the O3 oxygen layer stacking (ABCABC stacking),19 which

contains the fundamental configuration with the two elongated JT long axes in

the positive Mn3+O6 or Ni3+O6 octahedron pointing directly toward Na ions.

Strong Na-Mn-O orbital interactions have been found in such a configuration,

which manifest through the robustness of such or similar configurations identified

in the ordering patterns of NaxMnO2 throughout the Na deintercalation in a wide

Na composition range of 1/18 % x % 1, with the stacking always kept at O3 at

1/3 % x % 1.7,20 However, upon Na deintercalation in the other late-3d NaxTMO2,

which can reach a Na composition down to x = 1/3 (e.g., TM = Ni, Co), this Na-TM-

O configuration has to be modified significantly because the oxygen stacking is

changed spontaneously to P3 (AABBCC)19 at around 1/2 % x % 2/3.21 The special

O3-NaxMnO2 phase thus becomes the only late-3d Na1/2TMO2 that can show a

stable O3 stacking near half Na composition in Na deintercalation. Previous works

have studied the phase evolutions in these NaxTMO2 through computations21,22 or

experiments.7,20,23,24

Here we first present a systematic comparison of the phase evolution in NaxTMO2

(TM = Mn, Ni, Co, 0 < x % 1), determined by in situ SXRD refinements (Figure 1A),

where a Na-ion battery was cycled for electrochemical (de)intercalation with contin-

uous Na composition change in an in situ battery cell with X-ray transparent windows

on both electrode sides while SXRD patterns were taken simultaneously in transmis-

sion mode to monitor the structure evolution. The refinements (Figures S1–S6) of the
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Figure 1. Phase evolution of NaxTMO2 (TM = Mn, Ni, Co) with Na composition (x) and abnormal JT distortions of O3-Na1/2MnO2

(A) Phase diagrams of NaMnO2, NaNiO2, and NaCoO2 obtained from in situ SXRD measurements (Figures S1–S8). Black and red vertical lines on the

boundaries mark the Na composition range in the in situ measurements.

(B) Evolution of the Na and Mn charge orderings for x = 5/8, 1/2, and 1/3 in NaxMnO2. Four candidate structures, d+, d�, v�, and v�0 , are found in DFT

simulations for x = 1/2. JT distortions are indicated by red arrows, with the distortion level illustrated using arrow length.

(C) DFT energies of the d+ and d� states in Na1/2MnO2. The lattice parameters are interpolated between experimental lattice parameters determined by

in situ SXRD refinement and DFT fully relaxed lattice parameters of the d+ state. The main distortions of MnO6 octahedra for the two states are illustrated

by red arrows in the insets. The black arrow indicates the Mn3.5+ ion away from the perfect octahedron center to form the dimer in d�.
(D) DFT calculation of structures with gradually changing lattice parameters from the experimental value to the DFT fully relaxed value of d+. Each image

has fixed lattice parameters, and the internal coordinates are relaxed.

(E) The correlation of the volumes, average bond lengths, distortion indices (which measure the difference in Mn-O bond lengths), and bond angle

variances of all MnO6 octahedra in Na1/2MnO2, between each of the four DFT candidate states and the state from in situ SXRD refinement of internal

coordinates and lattice parameters, all at experimental lattice parameters.
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in situ SXRD patterns (Figures S7 and S8) identify three major Na ordering phases for

NaxNiO2 and NaxCoO2 at x = 2/3, 1/2, and 1/3, whereas our previous reports iden-

tified orderings at x = 5/8, 1/2, and 1/3 for NaxMnO2.
7,20 The specific Na ordering

patterns solved from our in situ SXRD are shown in Figure S9, together with their

stackings. The phase diagram in Figure 1A summarizes the information of stacking

evolution of NaxNiO2, NaxCoO2, and NaxMnO2, which is largely consistent with pre-

vious results for TM = Mn7,20,22 and Co,21 and previous experiment23 and our own

DFT simulations for TM = Ni (Figure S10). Starting from the same O3 stacking at

x = 1, the three materials, however, start to show very different orderings and stack-

ings around x = 2/3–5/8, with TM =Mn keeping the O3 stacking and TM =Ni and Co

showing a transformation to P3 stacking instead. But at x = 1/3, all three materials

merge into the same Na ordering and O3 stacking (Figure S9). We want to empha-

size again that the comparison unveils a unique property of NaxMnO2 to stay in the

O3 phase and avoid the P3 phase in the entire phase evolution down to x = 1/3,
Matter 5, 1–16, February 2, 2022 3
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including both Na orderings at x = 1/2 and x = 1/3, whereas Ni and Co systems show

the P3 phase at 1/2 % x % 2/3.

The focus of this work is on the unusual state of O3-Na1/2MnO2, which exhibits

abnormal JT distortions and charge ordering. Figure 1B shows the structure evolu-

tion of main phases in NaxMnO2 upon electrochemical deintercalation of Na at x = 5/

8, 1/2, and 1/3. At x = 1/2, DFT simulations found multiple competitive states of d+,

d�, v�, and v�0 . The v�0 phase is the DFT ground state, where the subscript ‘‘0’’ is for

the ground state; the superscript ‘‘–’’ is for negative JT distortion of the Mn3+O6 oc-

tahedron, as illustrated by red arrows; and ‘‘n’’ is for ‘‘normal’’ octahedral Na sites

that all Na ions occupy in the structure, as illustrated by yellow balls. However, pre-

vious work20 found that, in Na1/2MnO2, there exists significant amount of Na ions at

the displaced Na site (Nadisp) that are shifted halfway between two normal sites

along the b direction (Figure S11A) with a different local environment than the

normal Na site based on XRD refinements, very similar to the Nadisp sites first found

in Na5/8MnO2.
7 This detail suggests that the experimental structure of Na1/2MnO2

should at least include the d+ or the d� states, where ‘‘d’’ is for ‘‘displaced’’ Nadisp
sites, as illustrated by orange balls, whereas the superscript ‘‘+’’ and ‘‘–’’ are for pos-

itive and negative JT distortions of Mn3+O6, respectively.

We thus performed refinement of in situ SXRD at x = 1/2 on the lattice parameters,

with internal coordinates fixed at those from the DFT d+, d�, v� , and v�0 states, and

obtained goodness-of-fit Rwp (weighted profile R-factor) of 5.089, 4.849, 4.941, and

4.920, respectively (see Experimental procedures and Figures S11B–S11D for more

information). These numbers are relatively close to the Rwp of 3.5119 from the full

refinement, including the lattice parameters and internal coordinates. Furthermore,

the refinement difference among these states is actually small, although d� is slightly

better than others. Because structural evolution from one state to another among

the four structures just needs some local Na shift along the b direction together

with the local charge transfer between Mn ions, as can be seen easily in Figure 1B,

the SXRD refinement results here cannot inarguably distinguish d+ from d� or

exclude the possibility of their coexistence with v� or v�0 . We will thus present

neutron diffraction, including the measured magnetic ordering, and neutron pair

distribution function (nPDF) results later to demonstrate the preference for d� over

d+ as well as the electronic andmagnetic fluctuation results from the band and lattice

dynamics in DFT simulations and the temperature evolution of neutron diffractions

to emphasize the importance of the d� state over the other three states.

However, we first provide some evidence favoring the d� state, based mainly on a

more detailed comparison of DFT simulations with in situ SXRD refinements, to

make the readers more familiar with these structures. Figure 1C shows that, ap-

proaching experimental lattice parameters, d� becomes energetically competitive,

not only in absolute energy values but, more importantly, showing a local energy

minimum that d+ lacks. The DFT d� state exhibits the anomaly of a weakly com-

pressed Mn3.5+O6 octahedron (d�-Mn2 in Figure 1C) with actually comparable

lengths in the six Mn-O bonds and obvious Mn3.5+ dimerization along the pure

Mn3.5+ charge stripe in the b direction (pink stripe in Figure 1B). The neighboring

Mn3+/4+ b stripes (stripe with mixed purple and grey hexagons in Figure 1B) show

strongly compressed Mn3+O6 (d�-Mn1 in Figure 1C) with negative JT distortions.

d+, on the contrary, exhibits only Mn3+O6 with strong positive JT distortions. Note

that the lattice parameters a, b, and c, including b, of the d�state after DFT relaxation

are very close to the experimental ones from SXRD refinement, whereas those of the

d+ state are not (Figure S11C). We thus evolve total energies in DFT simulations from
4 Matter 5, 1–16, February 2, 2022
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Figure 2. Dynamic electronic structures and charge fluxes of d�-Na1/2MnO2 compared with other NaxMnO2

(A and B) 3D structure model of Na1/2MnO2 viewing around the b direction (A) and along the hexagonal c direction (B). The numbers show the bond

length in angstroms.

(C) Band structure of the d� state of Na1/2MnO2. Green and blue markers represent the band occupation of the Mn d and the O p orbitals, respectively, in

the JT active Mn3.5+O6 charge stripe. The color near Ef blends blue and green, indicating pd hybridization. The orange and red markers represent the

band occupation of the Mn3+ dx2�y2 and px or py orbitals of the four oxygens in the dx2�y2 directions, respectively, in the Mn3+O6 of the Mn3/4+ stripe. The

band structures for all other states (x = 1, 1/3, and 5/8; d+, v�0 , and v�) and after ionic perturbation are shown in Figure S13.

(D) Metrics regarding the Mn-O hybridized bands for each of the seven NaxMnO2 states, including the band width (W), the smallest energy differences

among all k directions to the Fermi level (DE1) and to the lower bands (DE2), for the original ones (blue) and perturbed ones, with two OJT ions elongated

(red) and shortened (grey). If the hybridized bands overlap with the Fermi level or any other bands, the energy difference is defined as zero.

(E) Charge fluxes in the MnO2 plane after elongating a pair of OJT (black empty arrow) around Mn3.5+ (left) and perturbing a Mn3.5+ ion along the b

direction (right) from DFT simulations. Blue arrows mark fluxes inside the Mn3.5+O6 stripe region, and orange arrows mark fluxes leaked outside.

(F) Absolute flux strength value in the stripe region generated by different phonon modes (gray dots) in NaxMnO2 with a frequency larger than 300 cm�1

(37 meV).

(G) Flux confinement ratio of the stripe region under phonon mode perturbations in NaxMnO2. The middle 50% values are covered by the rectangles,

with the orange bars marking the mean value.
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the d� state at experimental lattice parameters that are nearly equivalent to DFT

relaxed ones to d+ with a very different DFT relaxed lattice parameters (Figure 1D),

which shows a small local barrier to overcome.

The d� state also shows the highest structure correlation, in Figure 1E, with the struc-

ture from our SXRD refinement of electrochemically prepared Na1/2MnO2
20 because

of the structure details of Mn dimerization, the bond length and angle in the special

distortions of MnO6 octahedra, and the spatial distribution of these octahedra. The

refined structure of Na1/2MnO2 is shown in Figures 2A and 2B, whereas the four DFT

structures of v�0 , v
�, d+, and d� at x = 1/2 are shown in Figure S11. However, it is worth

noting that, contrary to Na5/8MnO2,
7 and the d+ state at x = 1/2,20 where Nadisp is at

the local minimum, Nadisp in d� indeed stays at the saddle point, suggesting that the

existence of d� in the experiment may rely on certain dynamical effects.14 In
Matter 5, 1–16, February 2, 2022 5
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addition, for NaxMnO2 at x = 5/8 and 1/3 orderings, we confirmed that no such

complexity from competing states in DFT exists. The ground-state structures from

DFT simulations at x = 5/8 and 1/3 are fully consistent with SXRD refinements,7,20

and all show strongly elongated positive JT distortions (Figures 1B and S12).

The DFT d� state at x = 1/2 shows unique static electronic structures (Figure 2C), as well

as the dynamic ones under ionic perturbations, compared with other states at x = 1,

5/8, 1/2, and 1/3 (Figures 2D and S13). The d� state is the only structure with the

top band passing through the Fermi level (Ef) and, hence, with a partial occupancy

for a more collective behavior of charge carriers (DE1 = 0). The band is from pd hybrid-

ization of the unique weakly compressed Mn3.5+O6, which is well separated from bot-

tom bands (DE2 = 0.2–0.4 eV), suggesting little intermixingwith other bands. The band

also shows a reasonably wide band width (W = 0.42 eV), indicating that electrons will

not be strongly localized. At x = 1/3, W is much narrower with much larger DE1 and

DE2, suggesting strong electron localization; at x = 1 and 5/8, W is much wider with

DE2 almost closed, suggesting strong delocalization and band intermixing (see blue

original lines in Figure 2D and more details in Figure S13). The results are consistent

with the density of states (DOS) analysis (Figure S14).

Furthermore, we find that, for the structures at x = 1, 5/8, and 1/2 (d+) with clear Mn3+

stripes (purple straight stripes along the b direction in Figure 1B), ionic perturbations

in DFT tend to generate a large change of W, whereas for structures at x = 1/3, DE1

and DE2 are more sensitive to such perturbations. The electronic structure of the

d� state at x = 1/2 is, however, relatively robust against ionic perturbations. These

trends are clearly illustrated in Figure 1D by the red and grey curves for W, DE1,

and DE2 being perturbed by elongating or shortening a pair of oxygens in the

Mn-O bonds corresponding to the elongated JT direction (labeled OJT hereafter)

along the (101) plane (blue plane in Figure 2A).

Consistent with the above static band structure and band dynamics in reciprocal

space, strong couplings of charge fluxes and lattice dynamics in real space are found

in the d� state. When perturbing a pair of OJT along the (101) plane or perturbing a

Mn3.5+ in a pair of Mn3.5+ dimer ions along the b direction, which are the critical com-

ponents of two important phonon modes to be discussed later, charge fluxes (f) are

generated, as illustrated in Figure 2E, which can be analyzed from the charge density

difference results (Figure S15). Because it will also be shown later that abnormal

magnetic fluctuations are likely to be strongly correlated with such fluxes in the

Mn3.5+O6 stripe region generated from these phonons, we now focus on analyzing

the strength of fluxes inside (fi) and outside (fo) of the stripe region induced by

different ion perturbations, as well as the flux confinement ratio fi/(fi + fo) of the stripe

region (see Experimental procedures). We find that, under both perturbations in Fig-

ure 2E, strong fluxes are generated within theMn3.5+ stripe region (pink stripe in Fig-

ures 1B and 2E), whereas a small portion of charge flows to the neighboring Mn3.5+

stripe or leaks to the Mn3+/4+ stripe (stripe with mixed purple and grey hexagons).

We then extend the above flux analysis based on the perturbation of a single ion or a

pair of ions to the perturbations from the entire phonon spectra for all of these struc-

tures in Figures 2F and 2G. Flux strength is thus analyzed within the entire Mn3.5+

stripe region formed by all the parallel pink stripes in a supercell (Figure 2E), gener-

ated by each phononmode, as shown by an individual grey dot in Figure 2F. The flux

confinement ratio is also calculated in the same way based on fluxes within the entire

Mn3.5+ stripe region (i.e., fi) or not (i.e., fo), as shown in Figure 2G. We find that d� not

only shows the strongest average fluxes (Figure 2F) but also a relatively high flux
6 Matter 5, 1–16, February 2, 2022
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confinement ability of the stripe region (Figure 2G). This could be caused by the

partially occupied non-narrow band near Ef that is also well separated from other

bands, with the features also robust against ionic perturbation (Figures 2C and

2D). The partial occupancy and certain band width support a more collective and

robust electron motion in response to phonons, whereas the separation from other

bands prevents intermixing of electrons to other bands so that fluxes can be better

confined in the top band that resides mainly in the Mn3.5+ stripe region. This de-

scribes a unique picture of strong collective fluxes that are spatially confined in

the Mn3.5+ stripe region of the d� state at x = 1/2.

To further understand the influence of the unique band and flux dynamics of the

d� state on the lattice dynamics and (dynamic) magnetic properties, we performed

chemical desodiation from NaMnO2 to create a clean and sufficient powder sample

of Na1/2MnO2 for Raman and neutron measurements. The NaMnO2 sample was syn-

thesized and sintered in exactly the same way as the one used for electrochemical

desodiation in the in situ SXRDmeasurement. The chemical desodiation of the pow-

der sample was performed by soaking NaMnO2 in a solution of iodine (see Experi-

mental procedures), one of the gentlest oxidizers, for a much longer time than for

electrochemical desodiation to reach Na1/2MnO2. These approaches are used to

minimize any defects by chemical desodiation. SXRDmeasurement of the chemically

desodiated Na1/2MnO2 powder shows a great match of structural details to the in

situ SXRD pattern of NaxMnO2 at x = 1/2 (Figure S16).

Figure 3A shows the Raman spectra of electrochemically prepared Na1/2MnO2 cooling

from room temperature to 10 K. Large frequency shifts with temperature are observed

mainly for peaks at low and high frequencies, such as at 125 cm�1 and 400 cm�1 (Fig-

ure S17). The Raman peak shifts of the 16 clearly observable modes are shown in Fig-

ure 3B, with the effect of thermal expansion subtracted (see Experimental procedures).

Many modes at less than 130 cm�1 and more than 300 cm�1 show strong peak shifts,

suggesting a strong anomalous anharmonicity. Figure 3C presents the anharmonic

phonon coupling strength G in DFT simulations between each pair of the 37 modes in

the phonon spectrum of the d� state (see Experimental procedures). By comparing

the experimental Raman spectra with the calculated phonon DOS (Figures S18 and

S19), we find that strong couplings exist among a subset of modes in d�, including
the four lowest-frequency modes 0–3 (<130 cm�1) with the strongest Na movements

and the higher frequencymodes 13, 17, 22, 25, 28, 30, and 32 (>300 cm�1) withmajority

Mn andO ion movements. Compared with all other structures (Figures 3D and S20), the

d� state also shows the strongest coupling strength G that is outstanding among

NaxMnO2, whereas the ground energy state v�0 at x = 1/2 is actually one of the weakest.

This also suggests that d�-Na1/2MnO2 is preferred by anharmonic stabilization. Soft-

ening of the anharmonic phonon couplings here, on the other hand, is also likely to

further decorate d� with subtle additional distortions in experiment.14,25,26

Temperature-dependent neutron diffraction of Na1/2MnO2 (Figures 4A, 4B, S21, and

S22) shows a long-range magnetic ordering phase transition temperature TN at 47 K.

The magnetic peaks measured by neutron diffraction below TNmatch the model shown

in the inset of Figure 4A from neutron refinements. The refined magnetic structure is an

antiferromagnet with the ordering wavevector k (r.l.u.) = (0, 0, 1/2), where r.l.u. stands for

reciprocal lattice unit. Hereafter, the magnetic peaks are referenced with respect to the

magnetic unit cell, which is doubled along the c axis with respect to the nuclear unit cell.

This magnetic ordering is also predicted by magnetic coupling constants J from DFT

simulations as the ground-state magnetic structure of the d� state (Figure S23). The

Jð1Þ33 along the b stripe direction between two nearest Mn3.5+ ions shows the strongest
Matter 5, 1–16, February 2, 2022 7
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Figure 3. Strong anharmonic phonon coupling in Na1/2MnO2

(A) Raman measurements for Na1/2MnO2 cooling from 300 K to 10 K with the temperature in Kelvin

of each spectrum labeled on the right. The 16 Raman peaks marked by black, green, and red arrows

were selected for further analysis. Green and red arrows indicate two Raman peaks with significant

shifts in frequency with decreasing temperature (Figure S17). Three typical frequency ranges

dominated by different phonon modes were determined by comparing with DFT simulations and

are labeled at the top, with Na modes at low frequencies, Mn-dominant modes mixed with minor

oxygen modes at intermediate frequencies (Mn + O), and O-dominant modes mixed with minor Mn

modes (O + Mn) at high frequencies.

(B) Raman peak frequency shift with temperature, relative to the value at 10 K, for peaks marked in

(A). The frequency in cm�1 of each peak at 10 K is labeled on the right. The volume expansion effect

has been subtracted. The shaded regions represent the standard deviation from measurements

and peak position calculations. Many modes with frequencies of more than 300 cm�1 involve a

positive peak shift in certain temperature ranges.

(C) Nonlinear phonon coupling between 37 modes of the d� state. A darker grey scale indicates

stronger phonon coupling. The blue dashed stripes mark the modes with strongest anharmonic

phonon couplings to other modes, with their frequencies (in cm�1) labeled. The phonon coupling

maps for all seven NaxMnO2 states are shown in Figure S20.

(D) Comparison of the phonon coupling spectra of all seven NaxMnO2. The mode pairs are ranked

from highest to lowest phonon coupling strength G for each state. The markers indicate the

average phonon coupling strength of the top 20%mode pairs for each state, which are summarized

in the inset.
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ferromagnetic (FM) coupling that dominates the FM b stripe ordering, where the super-

script (1) represents the nearest-neighbor Mn-Mn interaction, and the subscript 3 repre-

sents the valence of Mn (which is just a notion and should not be taken as exact here

because the valence suggested by DFT is around 3.5+). The abnormal JT distortions

of weakly compressed Mn3.5+O6 in the d� state (Figures 1C and S11) may cause the

FM coupling of Jð1Þ33 , whereas Na5/8MnO2
7 and the d+ state at x = 1/2 with strongly
8 Matter 5, 1–16, February 2, 2022
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Figure 4. Strong magnetic fluctuations synchronized with anharmonic phonon couplings in Na1/2MnO2

(A) Neutron diffraction patterns at 2.5 K (black) and 300 K (grey). Calculated magnetic peaks are labeled by red lines. The inset illustrates the magnetic

moments obtained from neutron diffraction refinement. Major crystal peaks are labeled by blue arrows. The magnetic unit cell consists of two layers of

Mn spins with AFM interlayer stacking.

(B) Energy integrated intensity (black triangle), including magnetic fluctuations (green area), of the (10-1) strongest magnetic peak (left scale) and the

inverse magnetic susceptibility (grey line, right scale) versus temperature. The order parameter of the region right below TN is fitted with the (TN�T)1/3

power law (blue dashed line). See also Figure S22 for the order parameter fit. The inset shows the weighted average (10-1) peak position (black line) and

the magnon gap (blue circle) measured by inelastic neutron scattering (Figure S25), both versus temperature.

(C) Order parameters from neutron diffraction versus temperature compared among NaxMnO2 for x = 1, 5/8, 1/2, and 1/3. The inset shows a comparison

of the integrated shade area above TN. The x = 1, 5/8, and 1/3 data are reproduced from Li et al.,7 Dally et al.,10 and Chen et al.,7,10,20 respectively. Both

commensurate (c) and incommensurate (ic) residue intensities are integrated for the inset point at x = 1.

(D) Raman susceptibility versus temperature. The shaded regions for the bottom three modes represent the error bar. The shaded region with red lines

marks the range of all other high-frequency modes.

(E) Full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of two groups of Raman peaks around low (top plot) and high (bottom plot) frequencies, respectively, versus

temperature. The shaded region corresponds to the error.

(F) The strongest relative J change, DJ/J0, induced by any pairs of phonon modes at zero point amplitude.

(G) Correlation between mode pairs with the top 40% DJ/J0 and G for each structure. The shaded area shows the error bar of the correlation.

(H) The product of DJ/J0 and corresponding phonon coupling strength G.

(F) and (H) compare the d� state with all other NaxMnO2 for the mean top 10% (green) and 30% (red) mode pairs.
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elongated JT distortions instead prefer antiferromagnetic (AFM) Jð1Þ33 couplings along

similar stripe patterns in our DFT simulations. The d+ state thus gives a very different

magnetic structure fromDFT prediction that cannot be refinedby the neutron diffraction

data. Therefore, the magnetic structure from neutron diffraction measurement of Na1/

2MnO2 at low temperature below TN provides strong evidence to include the d� state

while simultaneously helping exclude the d+ state. In addition, the neutron diffraction

and neutron PDFmeasurements at room temperature also showobviously better refine-

ment goodness of fit for d� , with Rwp = 11.1% (diffraction) and 15.9% (PDF) compared

with the 14.0% and 17.9%, respectively, of d+ (Figure S24).

The transition temperature TN obtained from fitting the intensity of the (10-1) mag-

netic peak versus temperature matches well with the inflection point in the inverse
Matter 5, 1–16, February 2, 2022 9
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magnetic susceptibility from Superconducting Quantum Interference Device

(SQUID) measurement (Figure 4B). The inset shows that, near TN, the weighted

average peak position has a sudden shift toward a higher angle, and the

magnon gap measured by inelastic neutron scattering disappears (Figure S25).

Above TN, however, significant neutron intensity remains and decreases slowly

with temperature, indicating strong magnetic fluctuations above the magnetic

long-range-ordered state, in a very wide temperature range. In comparison, such re-

maining neutron intensity of NaxMnO2 at other Na compositions decays quickly

above TN (Figure 4C).7,10,11,20 The integrated residue intensities from TN to high

temperatures highlight the anomaly of Na1/2MnO2 (Figure 4C inset), which is about

3 times larger than that of NaMnO2 with well known spin fluctuations because of low

dimensionality or geometric frustration9–12 and more than 7 times larger than that of

Na5/8MnO2 with a similar 1D stripe pattern (Figure 1B). Note that, especially for x =

1/320 and x = 5/8,7 the NaxMnO2 powder was synthesized and chemically desodi-

ated in exactly the same way by us as x = 1/2, and the neutron diffraction was per-

formed on the same instrument and using the same measurement configuration.

Therefore, we believe that the unique strong magnetic fluctuation observed in

Na1/2MnO2 reflects certain intrinsic changes from other Na compositions rather

than being caused by trivial factors, such as defects generated in synthesis.

Raman measurements of Na1/2MnO2 further reveal anomalies around TN, suggesting

strong magnon-phonon coupling. For some Na modes at low frequencies, the Raman

susceptibility quickly increases with decreasing temperature below TN, whereas the

change is noticeably slower above TN (Figure 4D). For other high-frequency modes,

an opposite trend is observed. For the Raman peak full-width half-maximum (FWHM)

versus temperature, the Na modes all have a bump around 50–70 K, whereas such an

anomaly cannot be found in other modes (Figure 4E). DFT simulations further show

that, dynamically, the value of Jð1Þ33 is very susceptible to and also strongly coupled to

phonon oscillations in the d� state. We first use two strongly coupled modes as an

example to illustrate this effect before the demonstration using the entire phonon spec-

trum. With increasing phonon amplitude of the dimer mode (22) or OJT mode (25), as

illustrated in Figure S26A, the Jð1Þ33 changes from FM toward AFM couplings, with the

general trend proportional to the phonon induced difference in magnetic moments be-

tween the two neighboring Mn3.5+ ions in the stripe region. The strong anharmonic

phonon coupling between the two modes further leads to faster change of Jð1Þ33 to

become AFM (black dots in Figure S26B), just above the zero-point amplitude. Note

that our phonon simulations show that, at around TN (47 K), the average ion oscillation

amplitude already reaches 1.5 times that at 0 K (Figure S27). Thus, strongly coupled pho-

nons in the d� state exhibit the ability to fluctuate the dominantmagnetic exchanges be-

tween FM and AFM couplings above TN.

Such DFT simulations are then extended to all possible phonon pairs. We rank the

relative change of magnetic coupling constants, DJ/J0, caused by all phonon

mode pairs of each NaxMnO2 structure and present their converged mean top

values in Figure 4F. We then calculate the correlation of this DJ/J0 rank with the pre-

vious G rank (Figure 3D and inset) for each structure, which is an indicator of how

likely it is that a strongly coupled phonon pair will also generate a strong change

of magnetic coupling in any NaxMnO2 structure (Figure 4G), where an extra 10%

in both ranks is included for the accuracy of the correlation calculation. Finally, the

metric of DJ/J0,Gmost relevant to the electronic dynamics in NaxMnO2 is presented

in Figure 4H, which shows that the effect of coupled lattice andmagnetic dynamics is

indeed the most magnificent in the d� state compared with other NaxMnO2 states,

matching well with the trend of magnetic fluctuation strength along x = 1, 5/8, 1/2,
10 Matter 5, 1–16, February 2, 2022
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1/3 in the neutron analysis in Figure 4C, inset. Although NaMnO2 shows a relatively

strong G (Figure 3D, inset), it lacks the correlation with DJ/J0 (Figure 4G). Although

Na1/3MnO2 does show a large DJ/J0 and a high correlation to G, its phonon

coupling strength G, however, is too low (Figure 3D, inset). Therefore, the metric

that calculates
P

iDJi=J0DGi here actually requires both to be strong and to

happen simultaneously, which is only found in the thermodynamically unstable d�-
Na1/2MnO2 state, which, however, is preferred by anharmonic stabilization in

experiment.

The above analysis also emphasizes the importance of the d� state compared with

the other states of v�0 , v
� , and d+ at x = 1/2 in contributing to the strong magnetic

fluctuation observed in neutron order parameter analysis of Na1/2MnO2. Compared

with d�, the v�0 , v
� , and d+ states can also be considered silent states in terms of

magnetic fluctuations (Figure 4H). However, it is worth noting that, although the

d+ state has been largely excluded by the magnetic long-range ordering structure

analysis, together with the worse neutron diffraction and neutron PDF refinement

compared with the d� state, the remaining two states of v�0 and v� at x = 1/2 cannot

be fully excluded. They show SXRD (Figure S11) and neutron diffraction (Figure S28)

refinement results similar to the d�state. Also, their magnetic couplings along the b

direction are FM as well, which is the same as d�, so the magnetic ordering structure

suggested by neutron magnetic diffraction refinement cannot exclude v�0 or v�

either. Considering that they are silent in magnetic fluctuation and that v�0 is actually

the DFT ground energy state, including them together with the d� state in

Na1/2MnO2 will not violate known experimental facts here. That said, the opposite

is not true; that is, excluding the d� state will lose the flux, magnetic, and lattice dy-

namics that are unique to d� and required by the synergy between our experimental

and computational data. We thus also performed two-phase refinements of

Na1/2MnO2 neutron diffraction data for d� + v�0 and d� + v�, which shows an

improved goodness of fit for Rwp from around 11% for the d�, v�0 , or v
� individual

phase to around 7.5% for the two phases (Figure S28). This suggests that the possi-

bility of two-phase coexistence, or an even larger supercell that orders alternating

regions representing the two phases, should not be excluded.

Specifically, if we go beyond the primitive cell size defined by the four DFT low-en-

ergy states, then a larger supercell with alternating d� and v�0 or v� regions can be

constructed. This approach is actually important for enabling the superstructure

XRD to match the small XRD peak at 4.7� (Figure S16), which does not correspond

to any set of (hkl) planes in the primitive cell of the four low-energy states of v�0 ,
v�, d�, and d+. Our crystallographic analysis shows that it requires a supercell with

at least doubled primitive cell size in the b direction. For example, in a supercell

with four times in the a direction and two times in the b direction (Figure S29), our

DFT simulation shows that the d� type and the mixed n�/ v�0 (or simply mixed n)

type block regions alternating along the a direction can coexist, where the dynam-

ically important Mn3.5+ stripe in the d� state can be maintained in periodic block re-

gions, while the mixed nrelated regions are still dynamically silent. Note that such an

unusually large supercell is not uncommon in the NaxMnO2 system and has been

found before in Na5/8MnO2.
7 This Na1/2MnO2 structure, illustrated in Figure S29,

together with many other structures with such combinations along either a or b di-

rection of d�, n�, and v�0 block regions we checked, all can fit this 4.7� peak, with

one example shown in Figure S30 for comparison between XRD simulations, refine-

ments, and experiments. Although further resolving the exact large supercell struc-

ture that combines the several DFT low-energy states for Na1/2MnO2 could be

complicated and requires more advanced characterizations and computations, the
Matter 5, 1–16, February 2, 2022 11
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analysis here, nevertheless, emphasized the inclusion of the dynamically preferred

d� state region as the main focus of this work.
Conclusion

The strong collective flux confined in the Mn3.5+O6 stripe region unique to d�-
Na1/2MnO2 is likely to play a critical role here. Such directional fluxes originated

from the collective dynamics of electrons and lattices (i.e., f d), may effectively trans-

fer the energy of anharmonic phonon couplingG to transiently modulate the magni-

tude or even flip the sign of dominant magnetic coupling constants J, causing a big

DJ in a wide temperature range above TN, with G and DJ controlled simultaneously

by f d. This results in certain nontrivial functional relationships of DJ(f d) and G(f d),

interacting mainly through the entire transient distribution of the f d function in the

crystal. This emphasizes the physical significance of the dynamic charge flux func-

tionals over the static charge density functionals to such a dynamically preferred

state created by electrochemical processes. Our work will provide a new perspective

to understand the relationship between strong electronic fluctuations, functional-

ities, and structure instabilities, making it potentially relevant to other novel quan-

tum states, where high conversion efficiency can be found in perovskite solar cell ma-

terials at metastable and unstable states,14 and novel superconducting related

properties can emerge from nickelates near such structure instability from electro-

chemical synthesis.15
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

The lead contact is Xin Li (lixin@seas.harvard.edu).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique materials. For synthesis of NaxMnO2, please

refer to the Synthesis section.

Data and code availability

The datasets generated during the current study are available from the correspond-

ing author upon reasonable request. Relevant crystal structure files are available on

The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC) associated with the DOI of

this paper (https://doi.org/10.1016/j.matt.2021.12.012).

The code to analyze the data is available from the corresponding author upon

reasonable request.
Synthesis

Pristine NaMnO2, NaNiO2, and NaCoO2 powder was synthesized by solid-state re-

actions following previous publications.19,27,28 The Na1/2MnO2 powder for the

neutron diffraction and PDFmeasurement was obtained by chemical deintercalation

of pristine NaMnO2 powder in an iodine acetonitrile solution with a 3:1 molar ratio of

iodine over Na, reacted for 24 h at room temperature in a glovebox. The chemically

desodiated Na1/2MnO2 was confirmed to be free from impurity phase or structure

disorder by matching its SXRD profile with the profile of Na1/2MnO2 from in situ

SXRD (Figure S16). The cathode film of Na1/2MnO2 for Raman measurements was

obtained by an electrochemical method27 with a C/50 charging rate until reaching

the �3.0 V plateau, which corresponds to the strongest Na1/2MnO2 ordering re-

corded in in situ XRD.
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(In-situ) SXRD

In situ SXRDexperiments were performed at the powder diffraction beamline, 11-BM, at

the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory. High-angular-resolution

XRD data were collected using a 12-channel analyzer detector array (l = 0.413609 Å;

beam size, 1.5 3 0.5 mm). Data spanning a 0�–26� 2q range were collected using a

step size of 0.002�. Measurements were taken at C/50 rate20 at every 2-h interval with

a 30-min scan time for each pattern, corresponding to a 4%Na composition interval be-

tween patterns and 1% Na composition resolution per pattern. Ex situ SXRD measure-

ments on chemically desodiated Na1/2MnO2 were performed in a sealed capillary and

collected at beamline 28-ID-2 of the National Synchrotron Light Source II at Brookhaven

National Laboratory, using a photon wavelength of 0.1844 Å. An amorphous silicon flat-

panel two-dimensional detector (PerkinElmer) was used, and the raw image data were

radially integrated using Fit2D software. The beam size used in this work was 1 3

1 mm. Rietveld refinements were performed within the Topas software. The back-

grounds of XRD patterns are approximated by Chebyshev polynomials of order 30.

Neutron diffraction, neutron PDF, and magnetic susceptibility

Neutron diffraction measurements were performed on 5 g of chemically deintercalated

Na1/2MnO2 powder using the triple-axis spectrometer BT-729 at the National Institute of

Standards and Technology (NIST) Center for Neutron Research. A closed cycle He refrig-

erator with a base temperature of 2.5 K was employed, using a wavelength of 2.359 Å

and a position-sensitive detector. Inelastic measurements to determine the spin gap

were taken on the SPINS cold neutron spectrometer with a fixed final energy of 5

meV. Heatmap neutron measurements were swept at 10 K/min within each 5 K temper-

ature step with eachmeasurement of 5 min at a given temperature, giving around 6 h of

total measurement time from 300 K to 2.5 K. The calculation of the intensity of the

neutron scattering uses the formula |F(hkl)|2/(sinqsin2q), where F is the structure factor

of the product of collinear spin and a phase factor exp(�2pi(hx + ky + lz)), and (x,y,z)

is the coordinate of each Mn ion. 2q is the scattering angle. The magnetic susceptibility

measurements were obtained using a Quantum DesignMPMS-3 SQUID at 20Oe in DC

mode (1 Oe = 1,000/4p A/m), with a sweep rate of 4 K/min within each 2 K temperature

step, giving around 5 h of total measurement time for a Zero Field Cooling (ZFC) or Field

Cooling (FC) mode between 300 K and 1.8 K.

The chemically deintercalated Na1/2MnO2 powder was also sealed in capillaries for

neutron diffraction and nPDF measurements at room temperature at the Nano-

scale-Ordered Materials Diffractometer (NOMAD) beamline at the Spallation

Neutron Source, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, one of the fastest neutron diffrac-

tometers in the world.30,31 The high neutron flux and large detector enable the use

of only a 0.3-g powder sample, which was loaded into thin-walled quartz capillary

(diameter of 3 mm). Four 24-min scans were collected and summed to improve the

statistics. Signal from empty quartz capillary was subtracted, with the obtained in-

tensity normalized to correct for detector efficiency, and the absorption and mul-

tiple scattering were corrected. For the reduction of nPDF data, inelasticity poly-

nomial correction of the self-scattering was performed. The normalized distinct

scattering function (SQ-1) was Fourier transformed to obtain the reduced PDF

G(r) with a Qmax cutoff of 35 Å�1. The neutron diffraction structure refinements

were carried out using Topas v.6 software. Time of flight (TOF) was converted to

d-spacing using a conventional second-order polynomial. For the low-resolution

frames (banks 2 and 3), a back-to-back exponential function convoluted with a

symmetrical Gaussian function was used to describe the peak profile. For the

high-resolution frames (banks 4 and 5), the moderator-induced line profile was

modeled using a modified Ikeda-Carpenter-David function.32–34 Lorentz
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polarization is corrected by multiplying d.4 For nPDF analysis, the instrument con-

stants Qbroad and Qdamp were determined from refinement of a Si standard to be

0.19 Å�1 and 0.21 Å�1, respectively.
Raman measurements

The Ramanmeasurements were performed using an airtight sample holder with an elec-

trochemically prepared Na1/2MnO2 cathode film loaded in an Ar-filled glovebox before

transferring it to the Raman spectrometer.35 To avoid damaging and overheating the

artifact, the presented data, using a laser power of 15 mW, were double checked with

the data at 5 mW. A 5 K/min temperature sweep rate was used to reach a neighboring

temperature, and �1.5 K/min was used to reach the actual temperature. It takes less

than an extra 5 min to reach near equilibrium before the first measurement at each tem-

perature. Three Raman scans at each temperature were measured to make sure there

was no drifting of laser spot in the last two scans to guarantee the temperature stability

in the third scans reported in Figure 3A. Each Raman spectrum measurement takes

20 min. The entire cooling measurement from 300 K to 10 K took around 25.5 h. In Fig-

ure 3B, an estimated volume thermal expansion coefficient of 10�5 K�136 was used. The

Grüneisen parameter is 1.0 according to our DFT calculation. Raman susceptibility37 is

calculated from cR(T)/cR(10 K), where cR(T) = I/(nB+1), with nB = exp(�Zu/kBT)) as the

Bose factor and I as the intensity of the Raman peak.
DFT

All DFT calculations in this work were performed using the Vienna ab initio Simula-

tion Package (VASP) within the projector augmented wave (PAW) approach using

the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functional

and the GGA + U extension to it. The U value for Mn is 3.9 eV, in line with previous

studies.20 A 520-eV plane-wave energy cutoff was used for all calculations. The Bril-

louin zone was sampled using centered Monkhorst-Pack meshes with a density of at

least 28 Å along each reciprocal lattice vector. Forces were converged within to 0.01

eV/Å. The ground-state structure and energy of each stacking phase at each Na

composition in the NaNiO2 phase diagram (Figure S10) was obtained by DFT relax-

ation of the 30 Na orderings with the lowest Ewald energies. The lattice parameters

were fully relaxed, and the DFT-D3BJ van der Waals correction is employed. The

number of oxygen ions in Mn3+O6 is proportional for x = 1/2 and x = 5/8 but not

for x = 1/3 because in x = 1/3 there is no edge sharing between Mn3+O6. To

normalize, the flux contribution from oxygen in x = 1/3 is scaled by a factor of 2/3

to make it proportional to the other cases. In the charge flux calculation, the direc-

tion of the flux is determined using the information of the total charge difference

and charge distribution change of each ion as well as local symmetry constraints.

The Mn3+O6 octahedra are defined as in stripe, and other ions are defined as out

of stripe. The charge confinement ratio was thus calculated based on the charge

of ions obtained by integrating the site-decomposed DOS over the group of bands

below the Fermi level, as described in Figure S13. The calculation of magnetic

coupling and ground state was based on an Ising-like model, where the total energy

is E = �P
<i;j>Jijsisj with all possible Jij up to the third nearest neighbor. si takes a

value ofG1, corresponding to the ‘‘spin-up’’ and ‘‘spin-down’’ states. Phonon calcu-

lations were performed with enlarged supercells containing at least 32 formula units

of NaxMnO2 with at least 10 Å in each lattice dimension. For example, the calculation

for Na1/2MnO2 uses a supercell of 2*2*2 = 8 copies of the monoclinic unit cell of the

Na1/2MnO2, which has 4 formula units of Na1/2MnO2 (Figure 2A). The anharmonic

phonon coupling calculation follows the previous method.13,38 The phonon calcula-

tions were performed in the framework of the Phonopy software.39
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